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Abstract. This paper describes solution of well-known forecasting problem of magnetic storms. Generalized 
relaxational iterative algorithm of GMDH was applied to build forecasting model for one step ahead. Model error 
distribution histogram is close to the normal law and hits the interval [–2σ; 2σ] with probability 0.9987. Its comparison 
to well-known model of State Space Agency of Ukraine says that it is more accurate and simpler. Model effectiveness 
was estimated by the number of forecasted storms, so that the model forecasts every 2 from 3 magnetic storms.  
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1  Introduction 

‘Space-weather’ is defined by the state of the Earth geomagnetic field under influence of solar wind. Solar wind is great 
emissions of coronal mass ejection in the space from the corona of the Sun. Huge disturbances of this field called 
magnetic storms. It’s well-known that magnetic storms have harmful impact on electric devises as well as on human 
health. As an example of such a disturbance is magnetic storm happened in 1989 in Canada when was de-energized a 
whole province of Quebec, 7 millions of people had no energy supply for 9 hours. Now Canada and other European 
countries spend much money to timely warn theirs citizens about coming magnetic storm. Despite of the fact that this 
problem has been solving since Burton’s, McPherron’s and Russel’s papers [1] it has not got a satisfactory result yet. 

2  Data used 

Because of the fact that Earth magnetosphere is a complex nonlinear dynamic system that is poorly studied, an adequate 
its description via models of classic physics cannot be done for now. So, to forecast this phenomenon inductive 
modeling approaches come useful. All they need is an empiric data table of measured features that somehow (as 
mathematical equations) could influence on the forecasted variable – the variable that indicates magnetic storm 
appearance. Thankfully, today we have such information – the OMNI2 database of NASA [2] which comprises 
characteristics of Earth magnetic field, solar wind parameters, and geomagnetic indices, used for magnetic storm 
identification. There are a lot of works (some of them are [3-7]), that forecast storms with a help of Dst index – storm-
time disturbance index. Figure 1 shows geomagnetic storm appearance via Dst index. 
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Fig. 1. Geomagnetic storm indication with a help of Dst index 

One of the specifics of the OMNI2 database is a huge amount of observations – near 400,000 time points with an 
hour discrecity for 50 years time period. Another one is a great number of gaps in the data-table. There were two 
reasons: the first is that spacecraft equipment must be shut down for the storm time; the second is that with a lapse of 
time more modern spacecrafts begin to launch in the space, they could measure vaster range of parameters then 
previous one. Today the database includes 54 characteristics. 

3 Data preprocessing 

From the 54 characteristics were selected only 25, because of the next reasons: some of them were slowly variable ones, 
as Day or Year, for example; some were uninformative, as Spacecraft IDs; some were redundant or derivative. Table 1 
show features number after elimination has done (the first value is the number left, the second the initial number). 

Tab.1. Number of features containing in initial matrix W 
Magnetic field Solar wind Geomagnetic indices Additional features Total amount 

12/15 11/20 1/8 1/7 25/54 
 
To create initial data-table for modeling each record containing gap for any selected characteristic was omitted. This 

procedure had also the next parameters: number of lags LDst for the Dst index and lags quantity Lother for other variables. 
These parameters are given as LDst = 500, Lother = 24, so that, the result W matrix had dimension of 137,751 time points 
and 1101 variables. The problem is to forecast Dst index for one step ahead. To resolve it Generalized Relaxational 
Iterative Algorithm (GRIA) of GMDH [8] was used. 

4 Modeling results 

The initial matrix W was divided into learning set ranging from 01.01.1976 to 31.12.2000 that was 51,246 records, and 
examination set from 01.01.2001 to 22.06.2011, that was 86,505 records. Stopping rule of the GRIA was: 
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where ε was given as 10-4. GRIA choice freedom was equal to ‘5’. Forecast model was built using Space Weather 
Forecast (SWF) algorithm which block-chart is presented on the figure 2. Performance characteristic of the SWF 
algorithm is given in the table 2. 

Tab. 2. Space weather forecast algorithm performance 
Characteristic Value 

Execution time 2 min. 57 sec. 
Models number built 684,379 
Iterations completed 30 
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Fig. 2. Space weather forecast algorithm 

The model built by the SWF algorithm was 
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where x1 – z coordinate of magnetic field vector, GSE system; x2 – standard deviation for у coordinate of magnetic field 
vector; x3 – magnitude of average field vector; x4 – plasma proton density; x5 – plasma flow pressure on Earth 
magnetosphere. The second index in  denotes the variable lag, here it is ‚2‘. 2,1 −x

5  Analysis of the results 

Statistical characteristics of the model (1) are presented in the table 3 and model error histograms for learning and 
examination sets – on the figures 3 and 4. As one can see, histograms are close to destiny function of normal 
distribution. Statistical characteristics guarantee that model error hits the interval of [–2σ; 2σ] with probability 0.9987, 
interval of [–3σ; 3σ] with probability 0.9996, and interval of [–5nT; 5nT] with probability 0.9. 

Tab. 3. Statistical characteristics of built model 
Characteristic Learning set Examination set 

Mathematical expectation, nT 0.0203 -0.125 
Standard deviation, nT 3.68 3.52 

Average modulus error, nT 2.47 2.29 
[-2σ; 2σ] 99.92 99.87 
[-3σ; 3σ] 99.97 99.96 

Observations percentage model 
error on which hit the interval 
of [-5nT; 5nT] 89.1 90.8 

Comparison of the model (1) to the model of State Space Agency of Ukraine (SSAU) [10] is presented in table 4. As 
one can see from the table 4, standard deviation of obtained model is slightly lesser then of well-known one, despite of 
the fact that it has only 10 regressors. 

In this work a magnetic storm considered to be appeared if Dst index fell below -80nT. So, the learning set 
comprised 48 magnetic storms and the examination one – 56. A model is effective if it forecasts a magnetic storm. A 
storm is forecasted if the next two criteria equal to ‘1’: 
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− criterion indicating Storm Started fact (SS): 
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where ,  are model response in time point when storm has started and in the point before it correspondently; 
ν is percentage threshold that indicates whether the beginning of a storm has been forecasted or has not; 
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where , Dst*
minDst min are the minimal values of the model response and real Dst value for the storm time duration; γ is 

percentage threshold for error of forecasting the storm amplitude. 

  
Fig. 3. Model error histogram distribution for learning set Fig. 4. Model error histogram distribution for examination 

set 

Tab.4. Comparison of statistical characteristics of our model and model of SSAU 
 SSAU model 

(2009 year) 
Our model 
(2012 year) 

Model built used data (1963-2007) (1976-2000) (2001-2011) 
Observations percentage model 
error on which hit the interval of 
[-5nT; 5nT] 

≈ 90% 86.6% 91% 

Standard deviation, nT 3.76 3.59 3.47 
Number of regressors in the 
model ≈ 200 10 

When the model (1) effectiveness was calculated by SS and AF criteria the thresholds ν and γ were set as 50% and 25% 
accordingly. The results of calculations presented in the table 5. 

Tab. 5. Model effectiveness results 
Learning set Examination set  

Quantity Percentage Quantity Percentage 
Forecasted storms 32 66,7% 34 60,7% 
Unforecasted storms 16 33,3% 22 39,3% 

As one can see, model (1) forecasts every 2 form 3 magnetic storms. 
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6  Conclusions 

GRIA was successfully applied to the space-weather forecast problem. Quite simple linear regression model was built. 
Taking into account its statistical characteristics and calculated effectiveness basis on introduced criteria of storm 
forecasting, can be concluded that this model can be successfully applied for short-term forecasting (one step ahead) of 
magnetic storms. 
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